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Abstract
As more and more countries are pursuing the goal of integrating computing and computer science
instruction into curricula and standards, it is important that we carefully consider what the goals
and motivations of such programs are and whether or not it is in the best interest of the learners
most directly impacted by them. While many national efforts tend to deploy rhetoric elevating
economic concerns alongside statements about creativity and human flourishing, the programs,
software, curricula, and infrastructure being designed and implemented focus heavily on providing
learners with the skills, practices, and mindset of the professional software developer. We contend
that computing for all efforts must take the “for all” seriously and recognize that preparing every
learner for a career as a software developer is neither realistic nor desirable. Instead, those
working towards the goal of universal computing education should begin to consider alternative
endpoints for learners after completing computing curricula that better reflect the plurality of ways
the computing is impacting their current lives and their futures. Further, we argue that
constructionist designs and principles should play a central role in shaping what a computing
education might look like that supports these diverse endpoints. In developing this argument, we
provide examples of tools and environments that are designed towards alternative, yet equally
valid and valuable, endpoints. Central to these alternative endpoints and the tools used to support
learners are core constructionist ideas including the centrality of constructing computational
artifacts, the importance of pursuing personally meaningful projects, and presenting learners with
low-floor/high-ceiling tools with which to work.
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Introduction
In recent years, there has been a concerted effort to make computing and coding a core
educational experience in countries throughout the world (e.g. CSforAll, Make it Digital, Computing
at School, etc.). A variety of arguments are given for these large scale efforts ranging from a desire
to support young people in being able to “express themselves digitally” (BBC, 2019), empowering
them to impact their communities through programming (Bhattacharya, 2017), to providing “the
computational thinking skills they need to be creators in the digital economy” (Smith, 2016). These
three goals of computing education--creative expression, social justice, and economic opportunity-are frequently cited as primary reasons all students should be exposed to the powerful ideas of
computing. In their review of motivations for bringing computing instruction into all classrooms,
Vogel and colleagues (2017) identified seven distinct motivations, adding arguments such as
creating an informed citizenry and improving general technological literacy to the aforementioned
goals. The diversity of these goals speaks to the way in which computing has become a core part
of society. Furthermore, these goals highlight the need to make computing education efforts
universal--targeting all young people regardless of school, age, or interest.
We think the goal of bringing computer science experiences and practices to all young people as
part of their formal educational experience is a worthwhile endeavor and have each in our own
way worked to support this effort. We are encouraged to see public rhetoric highlighting the social
justice implications of computing education. Likewise, the explicit acknowledgment that computing
is a powerful new form of creative expression aligns with a long history of computing education
that emerged from early constructionist thought. And while we are hopeful that those participating
in computing education are attending to these important goals, the enactment of these initiatives-in the form of curricula, learning environments, tools, assessments, policy, etc.--suggest that the
most critical educational decision-makers most directly shaping the enactment of computing for all
initiatives are prioritizing place economic concerns first. In other words, while the computing
education community claims to attend to social justice and creative expression, the assumed
endpoint of computing education seems to be about job preparation--increasing the number of
programmers in the workforce so that we can compete in a global market.
Just as Papert explored the idea of alternative possible mathematics educations (1996), here we
aim to identify just a few points in a large N-dimensional space that might serve as examples of
possible versions of computing education. In this paper, we explore potential endpoints to
computing education--what might people do with computing? We argue that computing education
should truly acknowledge, and enact, the belief that computing has meaning and value in a host
of potential careers and daily experiences. This recognition of alternative endpoints is important
and potentially transformative. Identifying alternative potential computing educations invites us to
define the dimensions in which this point exists—to, in essence, think about how legitimizing
alternative endpoints beyond undergraduate degrees in computer science can bring new tools,
practices, and contexts into computer science classrooms and change the narrative around what
computer science is and what it looks like to practice it. As alternative endpoints become more
central to computer science, characteristics of the curricula, tools, assessments, and projects that
live in computer science classrooms can begin to change to reflect these alternative endpoints,
and in doing so, can open up the field to those not historically drawn to conventional computer
science pathways.
This paper argues that efforts to bring computing to all, and the learners who participate in such
programs, would be better served by considering the plurality of endpoints beyond those that
prioritize economic interests and career outcomes. Further, we argue that constructionist design
and values should play a central role in shaping what a computing education might look like that
supports these diverse endpoints. In doing so, various computing for all efforts can better welcome
and support the learners they are trying to reach by aligning instruction and learning opportunities
with the ideals, values, and goals of the learners. Further, legitimizing and valuing endpoints
beyond conventional computer science careers can lead to a more inclusive and welcoming form
of computer science, where creative, expressive, and culturally-valued instantiations of computer
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science ideas are valued alongside the skills that can lead to conventional computer science
careers. This work adds to a growing chorus of voices, both in academia and beyond, pushing to
rethink the goals, values, and priorities of contemporary computing education (Lewis, 2017; Santo
et al., 2019; Vakil, 2018; Vogel et al., 2017).
To demonstrate this idea, this paper lays out three distinct computer science endpoints outside of
the conventional computer science pipeline, showing how the consideration of alternative
endpoints can shape the tools used, the ways learners are supported in engaging with computer
science ideas, and ultimately reshape the computing education landscape and what it looks like
for a learner to authentically participate in meaningful computing.

Motivation for Considering Alternative Computing Endpoints
This paper argues for a re-examination of the nature and goals of broad computing education
initiatives. Instead of starting with specific values or goals, this work instead begins by considering
various desired endpoints of computing instruction and then works backward to reason about what
form learning activities might take and what are the underlying values and principles that support
learners in reaching these endpoints. The result of this exercise is a push for rethinking the form
of contemporary computing education with an eye towards more diverse, equitable, and
meaningful endpoints.
Across the literature, a broad array of motivations are provided for computing education. Working
with New York City school district stakeholders, Vogel et al. (2017) collected a total of 161
arguments for computer science instruction, and grouped them into seven categories: (1)
economic and workforce development, (2) equity and social justice, (3) competencies and
literacies, (4) citizenship and civic life, (5) scientific, technological and social innovation, (6) school
improvement and reform and (7) fun, fulfillment and personal agency. This plurality of ideas is
often not reflected in the nature of the tools, activities, and assessments used as part of classroom
instruction. This is especially true with older learners where priorities further shift toward the use
of professional programming languages and a prioritization for college and career readiness.
With this work, we introduce three distinct alternative endpoints for computing outside of the
conventional computer science pathway as a means of rethinking what forms instruction can or
should take.

Constructionism as a means to Reconceptualize Computing
Education
A constructionist lens is a particularly powerful means for positioning alternative endpoints to
computer education. Through the building of computational artifacts, learners have the opportunity
to engage in critical reflection on what they are making and why and how it relates to them
personally and to society more broadly (Ratto & Boler, 2014). By focusing on these broader sociotechnical aspects of learners' construction (beyond the end-goal of getting a job as a programmer),
we introduce opportunities for developing critical consciousness (Freire, 1974; Lee & Soep, 2016)
and an understanding how computing shapes the world around them and their ability to create
with it for their own goals, identity, construction, and expression (Holbert et al., in press;
Tissenbaum et al., 2019).
Papert touted that children learn how to think critically through the process of solving problems
that arise while programming computers (1996). Through the creative and investigative processes
that are at the core of constructionism, learners begin to understand the multi-faceted ways that
computing can and should be a central force for them to personally express themselves, construct
their digital and personal identities, and empower them to be critically aware and empowered
citizens.
Constructionism’s attention to the learner’s values and interests make it well suited to support
learners in using computational power to explore a diverse range of experiences, practices,
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phenomena, etc. Whether supporting young people in constructing video games (Harel & Papert,
1991; Kafai, 1991; Weintrop et al., 2012), interactive art (Bontá et al., 2010; Papert & Solomon,
1971), musical instruments (Cavallo et al., 2004; Gorson et al., 2017), e-fashion (Buechley &
Eisenberg, 2008; Kafai et al., 2014), or public service announcements (Blikstein, 2008), since the
inception of the design paradigm, constructionists have cared deeply about supporting learners
as they express their passions, explore their interests, or work to design solutions to real-world
problems. We argue that this foundational quality must be present in any effort to broaden
participation in computing education. When learners are given the space to construct objects-both digital or physical--that have personal or communal meaning, they have the opportunity to
represent these passions in inspectable artifacts that can be viewed, critiqued, extended, or
repurposed by others. This not only has powerful cognitive benefits--being able to externalize
one’s thinking into representational systems that can be debugged, modified, etc.--but also
important identity implications. The computer code and resulting artifact can serve as a
representation of one’s work and one’s contributions to the broader computing community. From
a constructionist perspective, computing is not just an economically viable way to make things,
but a way of doing things, with others, to change and impact the world.

Alternative Endpoints for Computer Science
In this section, we lay out three distinct views drawn from our research of alternative endpoints for
computing education. The goal of this work is to argue for the importance of computing for all while
also providing legitimate and authentic applications of computer science knowledge outside the
existing pathway that leads to a computer science industry job.

Endpoint: Impacting local communities and immediate needs
The first endpoint we consider is the development of novices' identities as empowered to address
real issues in their own lives, schools, and communities. While traditional computing education
was locked to desktop computers, often taking place in computer lab settings, the introduction of
mobile technologies (in particular smartphones) has allowed computing education to move out of
the classroom and into learners' everyday lives. This ability for the products that students create
to be taken out of the computer lab and into the world has allowed students and educators to move
beyond simply writing code, instead critically asking why and who they are building it for, and to
what end (Holbert, 2016; Lee & Soep, 2016). By situating computing education directly in students'
lives, we open up computing education as a possibility space for impact and empowerment. This
is critically important, as a long line of research has shown that the failure to meaningfully connect
computing to the personal lives of students contributes to learners feeling computing is not useful
or relevant to them (American Association of University Women, 1994; Couragion Corporation,
2018; Margolis & Fisher, 2003). This is particularly true for students underrepresented in
computing and engineering careers (Cheryan et al., 2017; Pinkard et al., 2017; Taheri et al., 2019).
In response, we posit that there is a need to re-think the goals of computing education through a
lens of Computational Action (Tissenbaum et al., 2019), which focuses on three key factors: 1)
Computational identity, which is a person's recognition of themselves as capable of identifying and
creatively implementing computational solutions to issues in their lives, schools, and communities;
2) Digital empowerment, which focuses on people's ability to put their computational identity into
action in authentic and personally meaningful ways; and 3) Computational design thinking, in
which learners' can successfully articulate the processes by which they will design and develop
their solutions.
In order to support students' engagement in computational action, we need tools that reduce the
barriers for them to quickly build, implement, and refine their designs. One example of the kinds
of platforms particularly well-suited for such an approach is MIT's App Inventor, a block-based
programming language that enables users to build fully functioning, native Android mobile
applications. However, it is not enough to provide novice learners with a coding platform and
simply let them loose. Supporting computational action also requires the development of scaffolds
in the form of support materials (such as design documents) and scripted activities that lead
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students through the design process. Developing these additional supports is key to ensuring that
students progress from ideation to implementation.
To explore how a computational action-focused curriculum can support students in developing
meaningful solutions to personally-relevant issues, Tissenbaum, Sheldon & Ableson (2019)
implemented a computational action curriculum in an ethnically diverse urban high school in the
United States. Tissenbaum and colleagues chose this school as it encompassed a broad spectrum
of students, particularly those not traditionally represented in the computing career pipeline.
Working with the teacher, they identified an issue that was of interest to students at the school and
the broader local community: the pollution of the local river (a major feature that runs through the
middle of the city). Working in collaborative teams, students developed their own solutions to
increase awareness and investigation strategies for cleaning up the river. To ensure that the
students felt their work was meaningful (i.e. to support their computational empowerment), they
presented their final projects at the school-wide job fair, which included visits from local council
members and the mayor.
At the end of the curriculum, many of the students expressed that they never thought they would
be able to build an app themselves, let alone build one that they felt had a chance to make real
change. Many also expressed excitement towards developing solutions to new problems using
the computational tools and knowledge developed during this project.
As this example shows, a computational action approach to computing education has the potential
to support students to become, not only programmers but computationally literate, empowered
problem-solving citizens.

Endpoint: Means of personal and social creative expression
Many computing initiatives and tools pursue the goal of empowering young people to express
themselves digitally. These efforts see the computer and code as a digital canvas, a medium that
enables a host of alternative forms of creative expression. Early implementations of Logo, the first
true programming language for children, often invited young people to create “computer graphics”
similar to those they saw at the arcade and on their video game systems (Harel & Papert, 1990;
Kafai, 1996). Scratch, a successor of Logo and the programming environment most widely used
to introduce learners to programming, invites children to create interactive stories, games, and
animations (Resnick et al., 2009). Similarly, so-called “making,” a popular means of combining
computing with fabrication and craft work, invites learners to create personally interesting physical
and tangible artifacts (Halverson & Sheridan, 2014).
While many computing education efforts do engage learners in personal and social creative
expression, these activities are often used as a means to acquire STEM or computing content
knowledge or practices. However, creative construction offers more than just a compelling way to
encounter the practices of the software engineer. Here we propose that creative expression itself
can be a powerful and worthwhile endpoint of computing education.
The design and creation of compelling artifacts that speak to the experiences, values, or
perspectives of society has traditionally been considered the domain of the artist. While artists
work with a variety of media and materials, the computer has been a useful tool for artists since
its inception to ask questions about the nature of humanity, the role of technology in society, and
to reflect on social and governmental structures and systems.
Afrofuturism is a genre of art, music, and literature that has used the practices, affordances, and
implications of computing to great effect to imagine future societies and worlds that center the
experiences and values of people of color (Anderson & Jones, 2015; Dery, 1994). These
perspectives can be found in the costumes and pageantry of Parliament-Funkadelic, the stories
sung by Janelle Monea’s android alter ego Cindi Mayweather, and the futuristic technologies
created by Shuri in the Black Panther. In the Remixing Wakanda project, Holbert and colleagues
leveraged the Afrofuturist aesthetic and design genre to invite young people to reflect on the
current state of the world and to use computational tools and practices to create artistic artifacts
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that construct a future that represents their values and perspectives (Dando et al., 2019; Holbert
et al., in press).
In this project, making and computing became tools for Black teens to critically examine their
experiences as young people of color in a large American city. Working with professional comic
book artists, learning scientists, designers, and local activists, participants designed and ultimately
constructed futuristic artifacts or societies that imagined futures that valued harmony between
diverse groups of people and between humanity and nature. In these constructions, participants
used computational tools, sensors, and circuitry to creatively merge aesthetic considerations with
functionality to highlight humanity’s problematic relationship with the environment and to
acknowledge and respond to their experiences with racism and inequality (Figure 1). For example,
one participant designed a fashionable cloak that hid the wearer from prying eyes--eyes that she
said, “make you feel like you’re alien [...] like you some art exhibit or something.” While this cloak
offered protection in the form of anonymity as well as a battery of sensors that monitored the health
and wellbeing of the wearer (at one point the designer also considered including pepper spray as
a built-in feature), the cloak also elevated a distinctly African aesthetic. Using textiles and patterns
from her native Senegal, as well as a hypothetical technology that could morph into personally
meaningful 3D iconography, this participant created a computing-rich artifact that proudly
displayed her heritage.

Figure 1. Learners constructing artifacts as part of the Remixing Wakanda project.

Another participant reflected on her personal frustration about litter and trash in the city. More than
a visual blight, this trash often caused disruption in public transportation that impacted her ability
to move through her city. As a response, this participant designed an aesthetically appealing trash
receptacle that included a futuristic technology that would directly convert trash to energy that
could be used to power street lights (a safety concern for those that work late) or serve as a
charging station. She then went on to program a microcontroller to illustrate the principle behind
this imagined technology.
In each case of the Remixing Wakanda project, computing serves as a tool for critically reflecting
on the current state of the world and for creating representations of a possible future that might
initiate change today. While participants did encounter coding, and potentially came away with
new knowledge about computing concepts or practices, these experiences are themselves means
towards the end of creative expression, of creating artifacts and representations the center their
anxieties and fears as well as their hopes and dreams. While one implication of this work may be
that the construction of critical artifacts may appeal to a broad range of learners currently
underrepresented in computing domains, this is far from the only possible purpose of such design
experiences. Rather, in the Remixing Wakanda project, computing is a tool for engaging in critical
reflection on inequitable societies, unsustainable energy practices, and systems of oppression.
Here, computing is a means of agitating for change--itself a powerful and important endpoint
(Holbert, in press).
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Endpoint: Blue Collar Computing
The third endpoint we present is the closest to the conventional endpoint of a profession in a
computer science-related field but challenges the notion of what a computer science-related field
looks like. As the technologies that enable automation become cheaper and their capabilities
expand, the nature of manual labor is shifting. An example of this can be seen with collaborative
robotics where humans and robots work side-by-side in a complementary capacity (Colgate et al.,
1996; Kock et al., 2011). Where the robots excel at tasks that require precision or repetition,
humans are more efficient at decision-making that requires judgment, adaptability, and creativity
(Blank et al., 2006). Responding to this trend of the introduction of automation into new contexts,
the skills and knowledge one needs to succeed in this setting relies on an understanding of
foundational computing concepts in order to program and re-programming industrial robots. One
way to prepare workers for the new computational landscape is to integrate computing across the
K-12 landscape in an effort to prepare all learners to write and modify programs written in
complicated industrial robotics programming languages. That approach aligns with much of the
existing CS for all rhetoric which seeks to prepare all students for a future as a software developer.
An alternative approach to address this issue is to redesign the tools at hand, in this case, the
industrial robotics programming interface, so as to make it more intuitive, accessible, and draw
more directly from the existing knowledge and expertise of today’s worker.
Towards this end, Weintrop and colleagues set out to re-envision what it might look like to program
industrial robots and investigated training approaches to help adult novices successfully author
useful routines. The result of this work was a programming environment called CoBlox (Weintrop
et al., 2018) which allows users with little or no prior programming to program virtual (Figure 2a)
or physical (Figure 2b) robots. Drawing from prior work on the design of accessible and intuitive
programming environments (Bau et al., 2017; Weintrop, 2019), CoBlox uses the block-based
programming modality to situate the robotics programming task. Block-based programming using
a programming-command-as-puzzle-piece metaphor to provide visual cues as to how and where
a command can be used in the construction of a program (Maloney et al., 2010; Weintrop &
Wilensky, 2015). CoBlox also leverages several features of block-based programming
environments, such as natural language expressions within individual commands, predefined
templates for common routines, and integration with both virtual and physical robots (Weintrop et
al., 2017).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Virtual (a) and physical (b) implementations of the CoBlox programming Environment.

The goal of highlighting the CoBlox design is to showcase what it looks like for computer science
knowledge to be used in professional settings historically not considered within the purview of
computer science. In documenting the ways that knowledge and practices clearly within the
bounds of the discipline of computer science (programming in this case) can be enacted outside
of what is typically viewed as a computer science endpoint, we show the importance of the
consideration for alternative endpoints. As the skills and concepts from the field of computer
science continue to impact a wider and more diverse set of professions, it is important for the
narrative motivating and arguments justifying computer science to reflect this new plurality. With
CoBlox, we see an authentic and legitimate professional endpoint in which computer science
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knowledge is valued but not typically included in the narrative around why computer science is
important. By including endpoints that reflect the larger swath of professions impacted by computer
science, students who do not see themselves as future software developers may come to
recognize the utility of learning computer science.

Conclusion
The increasingly digital nature of our world requires that all learners feel empowered to understand
and meaningfully participate in computational practices. The last decade has seen those from the
computer science community lead the effort in designing the tools, creating curricula, and crafting
the policy that will shape the form this instruction takes for future generations. While it is important
for computer science to have a seat at the table, it is just as important that the ideas, values, and
goals of those beyond the field also participate to reflect the growing role of computing in the world.
Through envisioning and valuing alternative, yet equally valid and important, endpoints, this work
seeks to start a conversation about the nature of the dimensions that might make up alternate
computing educations--to re-evaluate the current tools and curricula to prepare learners for a
future of active and empowered computing-literate citizens. In rethinking the goals of computing
education, we see the ideas and principles of constructionism as having much to contribute
towards realizing a form of computing education that more fully reflects the plurality and diversity
of computing endpoints.
Motivating computing instruction solely based on economic outcomes does not accurately reflect
the role of computing in the current and future society. In some contexts, the economic motivation
for teaching computer science lives alongside goals such as preparing learners to be informed
digital citizens or to prepare learners for 21st-century jobs beyond those in the technology sector.
While such framing more accurately reflects the influence of computing in society, the
programming languages, computer science curricula, and larger computing pathways still are
largely designed as on-ramps intended to lead learners into the computing industry. In this way,
the existing educational infrastructure is structured with computer science degrees and the
industry jobs that will follow as the endpoint of computing instruction. While it is important that
such pathways exist, it is equally important that instruction help learners recognize alternative
endpoints computer science can lead to and support those learners for whom computer science
can be a generative and valuable skill outside of professional contexts. By recognizing the value
of these alternative endpoints, and hypothesizing diverse forms of computing educations, we open
up the computing education landscape to be more inclusive, adaptive, and empowering for all,
rather than for the select few who choose programming jobs as their educational endpoint.
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